
ONSW Participation Summary Report 2019
ONSW has followed a number of participation activities over the year some with funding
help and some without. We outline our successes, failures, insights and concerns below;

Port Macquarie Club
We formed a new club this year in Port Macquarie. We provided funding for maps, initial
guidance and Level 0 workshop by sending ONSW staff and volunteers to Port Macquarie,
we also helped subsidize the trip with a Sporting Schools program at Lake Cathie. We found
a previous orienteer around which to base our initial efforts and access the local sport
community. JWOC winner Grace Molloy mapped St Columba Anglican School through
Sporting Schools funding with excellent sprint potential. A highlight was the first event
which attracted 103 entries and close to 200 people. Regular events are now being held and
the club formed (HOGS).
Insights:

1. Need a small group or individual locally to provide the hub for development
2. Use of evangelists to go up and set-up is key and support needs to extend to training

in course setting organization and seed funding for maps and SI. Start with urban and
park events.

3. Inroads to an existing community is helpful.
4. Continued support is required to transition to bush and to extend to running their first

SL weekend.

Sporting Schools Pathways
We have serviced many NSW schools in the year and often feel our over-focus on schools is
perhaps not the best use of our resources even if it is funded. So we now have new
guidelines:

1. We do not service schools that have no pathway. Learn to say no! We cannot afford
just to give kids a taste and leave it. We require a series of events locally to move
onto.

2. That the local clubs start to take responsibility for kids in their areas.
3. That we need to continue to provide localized promotional material to get the kids to

transition out of schools.
4. Concentrate on parents as they need to buy in, run the last school event inviting the

parents to participate.

Sydney Map Initiative
We have started an initiative to improve bush maps in our urban area. Conversion to bush
events is key to survival of bush orienteering, one of the largest barriers is distance from the
cities to good forest areas. In Sydney’s case we have lots of local bush but it is not well
mapped. We plan to make high quality maps. This is a cooperation with our clubs who will
fund and make the maps and ONSW who will provide some central landowner access co-
ordination and training for mappers. The clubs have bought in and we are making steady
progress.



Corporate Challenge Sydney CBD
This year we started an ASC funded project for corporate promotional events. We ran a series
of events in the city at lunchtime and it proved quite popular, 231 entries over 4 events. Key
factors for success are:

1. Simple and repeated events in a series
2. Use some of our members to seed and coach the field
3. Provide a pathway to other series in Sydney at the event. We have already seen some

new people cross over to attend SSS from these events.
4. Provide a pathway to other series in Sydney at the event. We have already seen some

new people cross over to attend SSS from these events.

SI training

We have noticed that we have 3 different versions of SI software being used amongst our
clubs and also that in many clubs only a few people can run the SI software, making the load
on these few large and the club vulnerable to loss of those members. So we have selected one
software, MEOS, and provided training in that software.

Similarly, we are providing training in purple pen to our clubs to increase the skills of our
membership.

Training is an effective way to upskill and improve events but also very effective at creating
community as course members have another point of contact with others that creates
friendships and networks.

Coaching

Similar to training, coaching has great benefits and we are spending much more effort in
coaching and coach training at present. We have continued to concentrate on coaches at level
0 and level 1 and realize we need to lift our game at higher level. This brings to the fore that
accreditation only works if the effort required is minimized and commensurate with the level
attained while preserving the key aspects particularly safety.

2019

Level 0 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

ACT 18 7 - 1
NSW 267 15 4 1
Qld 125 10 3 2
SA 18 15 2 -
Tas 5 5 1 1
Vic 64 6 3 2
WA 86 16 6 -

TOTAL 583 74 19 7

Coaching needs to be available to all ages not just juniors and creates community and makes
our members keener to attend. Several instances of clubs now starting their own training on a



weekly basis is very encouraging and consistent with our desire that the clubs buy in to our
overall strategies of participation and community.

This is an area we believe delivers greater reward for resources spend and we are now trying
to bring our clubs more onboard in a systematic way.

Local Coach-in-Residence

Our Coach-in-Residence this year was an Australian. This has been great, Alastair has great
advantage in that he knows everyone and the terrain. He has also had the benefit of first-hand
experience of being coached by all our previous CIRs, and knows what works, and what we
need to do more of. We would rate this a huge success and will follow with more locals when
the opportunity arises.

Permanent Courses

We have great success getting access and in 2020 will implement two new sites to add to the
seven already in NSW plus a small one that uses braille. We use both paper and electronic
medium.

We are however aware that we do not really know what is going on at the sites and are
currently developing a new strategy to leverage these permanent sites to maximize benefit in
bring newcomers through to events.

Professional Providers

The relationship with our main professional provider, Bold Horizons this year has matured.
Bold Horizons has an MOU with ONSW and provides both services for fee to ONSW but
also independently runs events in NSW. The high quality and regularity of both format and
occurrence of these events has been impressive and we believe is the primary driver to both
our membership and participation in the year. The innovations at the events and insights
learned is driving higher performance in our clubs, relieving some of the event load from our
clubs. The clubs, Bold Horizons and ONSW are all co-operating well around the points of
contention such as event promotion, sharing of maps, event rules, volunteers, fees and event
allocation. While ONSW do not make money from these initiatives in the short term in the
long term it is providing more members, training our kids to run events and providing great
events for our members to run in. It is the primary driver for our successes in the last year.

Summary
As a result of activities this year ONSW has seen an increase of more than 7% in
memberships from 1288 to 1384, this is a record high level. We believe the result of the
accumulating effect of the recent years where we have had a clear strategy, invested in our
great office staff, leveraged off a great provider and started to get our clubs on board. The
investment in staff has resulted in ONSW running at a loss for a few years with the thought;
better to have more orienteers and less money in the bank.


